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Political Criminals forever.
www.BuiltByKeith.com clearinghouse of World Solutions stops Self-Genocide by the Criminal Ruling
Elite. Take Action with Authority before Next Terrorist act.
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http://www.BuiltByKeith.com  is the clearinghouse of all world class solutions that prevent world self-
genocide at the hands of the Criminal Ruling Elite who have enslaved most citizens by controlling
their information and marketing propaganda.  Join http://www.UNITYurl.com  community partnership
cooperative groups today to transform all criminal governments into law abiding leadership that
represents your best interests by protecting all of your rights.  The Interpol Design for world
Referential Integrity Database is below. Easy for everyone to contact all governments, press, NSA,
CIA, Military, and focus on InterPol. That is the International Police in conduction conjunction with the
United Nations who I have visited and notified over and over with  www.SolutionUNi.com 
BidOnkeith.com has sent InterPol and our world the gifted www.SolutionURL.com  3 ByPass Laws
and #1 world Referential Integrity Database to remove all criminals from society by citizens controlling
and managing all leadership and corporations.
What will be the trigger points for the NEXT major world disaster sequences based on the escalation
of sinister greed that has been tsunami wave washing over society for now many decades.  For World
War II was billed as the war to end all wars. Yet the sequential and progressive decades have
produced Korean War, Vietnam War, two Gulf Wars, and many millions of persons killed by the
Criminal Ruling Elite. Why call them anything less. For they have succeeded in enslaving the majority
of our worlds people by their control of the electronic databases and man-made laws. These criminals
secure their own vile and sinister futures as the kings and queens that redefine tyranny, oligarchy,
dictatorship, and even military rule over the same people who have allowed their own assets and
resources to be compiled and composted. Simply by following the flow of wealth allows the citizens
and the left over honest persons to see the truths that I have taught our entire world.
The saddest and most vile truths are that so many of our own USA Government officials are
committing major felony crimes. They go undetected because they control the flow of court
documents, testimony, and can delete any of the incriminating electronic data at any time.  The True
Criminals (antiChrist(s)) are Robert Dee ROSE and those who deceive for their own evil vile personal,
financial, and political gains.  The definition of a Terrorist is the same as shown on many of these
websites. The basic world definition of a terrorist is ‘ Any person who subverts an organization or
government for their own personal, financial, or political gains. Most often they use extreme fear and
intimidation to acquire their benefits that are almost always monetary and power in pure evil nature.’
This describes so many of our world politicians at all levels of government.
This is Robert Dee Rose described in a NUT shell. For ROSE is indeed a psychopathic homicidal
murdering super criminal terrorist maniac based on many personal conversations I had with him from
Nov 4, 2007 to Jan 15, 2008 and subsequent court depositions and time listening to ROSE and his
brutally evil lawyers in Forsyth County GA (SC08-1345) Judgment Courts, then Cobb County GA
court Aug 22, 2011 per Cobb County TPO 11.1.7683.99 that I have retained and sent BACK to all law
enforcement officials including FBI James Comey, AG Loretta Lynch, and yes, THE WORLD.
The base (USA military) reason I was kidnapped so many times was so that ROSE could force me
into HELL-JAIL rather than murdering me, thereby preventing the USA Military from investigating
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ROSE and his direct links to very high powered ‘CABAL’  USA government officials in 5 Atlanta
Counties as well as FBI, AG, USMarshals, IRS, and other world agencies. 
For ROSE is the ONLY person who has the extreme profit, motive, and opportunities to steal all of his
most incriminating evidence, destroy everything including my life and assets, so he can continue his
AntiChrist mission to be the most evil underground king of enslaved persons in world history. The
bounty is actually $2 Million USD from the IRS Whistleblower Feb 2009, case 658, 659, 671, 672 held
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